Fill in the answers and use the letters in blue to decode a secret word. Navigate our website and do some online research to find the answers to these questions!

1. Where can you sign up as a member and participate in family-friendly activities?

2. What two colors does Peppermint the Penguin’s scarf have?

3. What German city inspired the Christkindlmarket?

4. How do you say “welcome” in German?

5. To get updates on fun activities and events, you can sign up for the...

6. What character do you click on to find riddles?

7. What wintery animation is falling on all web pages?
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Christkindlmarket
Scavenger Hunt
8. How many vendors are there to shop from under the “Affiliated Vendors” tab?

9. What is Peppermint the Penguin’s friend made out of?

10. This year, the Christkindlmarket is Home for the ________!

Who will have virtual appearances during each Story Time this year?